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fliloriensen Defends
Legitimate Criticisms
by Dave Mortensen,
President of Student Senate

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster

The Student-FacultRelations Committee is undergoing a major
struggle for survival this month. Its loss could be very unfortunate Volume LXXIX
for the College. The attitude expressed last Tuesday night, dismissing
the legitimacy of any student criticism and inviting students to accept
all rules unquestioning! y or to leave, is not typical of the tenor of
relationships throughout this year.
y
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Student-Administratio- n

Neither was it representative of the attitude of a majority of
the SFRC. Its expression seriously threatens, however, to enervate
the SFRC hopelessly. It also is a direct and overt threat to the success
of student government.
The SFRC provides the only regularly scheduled time when representatives of the administration, faculty, and students can sit down
together to discuss Wooster its problems, its aspirations. Since its
inception years ago the SFRC has served, through intermittent ups
and downs, as an invaluable channel for communication.

by Philip Brown

MS Needs Chaperons
for S ummer 3ms Trips

Chaperons are needed for
American Field Service sumMore than once it has averted serious misunderstandings between mer bus tours for foreign exstudents and the College, and its record shows an impressive number change students who are spendof ideas implemented, of grievances expressed, and of rapport estabing this year in American high
lished. To

those determined to make living within a Wooster "community" as pleasant as possible, the SFRC has served a major purpose. schools.
Qualifications necessary for this
Within the past year, however, due in part to the ridiculously position are (1) a current senior
busy schedule of most of its members, the SFRC has met only four who will be 21 by the time of
(and a half) times. When it did meet, it at times groped frustratedly the trips (about June 20) or 20
with what appeared to be minor details, and it did not solve all of year old juniors, (2) American
these.
citizenship, (3) good health, and
A growing restlessness culminated last Tuesday in a lengthy (4) a genuine interest in students
evaluation of the very purpose the SFRC has fulfilled, does attempt, from other nations.
and should perform. The discussion highlighted growing student
There is no remuneration for
concern, expressed by most students in the group, that communica- this job of chaperoning, but all
tions between ' students and administrative groups in some matters living expenses are paid for by
concerning student suggestions about College policies could bear the A.F.S., including transportaimprovement. Most members of the committee agreed that the SFRC tion by bus to the starting point
should be revitalized and indicated interest in such an effort.
and return home by bus. Personal
expenses are not covered.
The problem with SFRC has not been that it has had nothing to
A.F.S. ananges bus trips at
discuss, that "gas will always fill a vacuum", to quote Dean Bricker's
the
end
of the academic year for
analogy. The infrequency of the group's meetings, however, has
its
all
students with three aims in
forced it to consider only the malignant trivialities and has prevented
discussion of other, more important matters. For instance, this group mind: (1) to give the students an
hopefully could discuss the matters of (1) the nature of Liberal Arts opportunity to know each other
at Wooster, (2) the merits and weaknesses of compulsory class attend- and mix with other nationalities,
ance, (3) the change in social life impending in the Section facilities (2) to spread the program to new
in the new men's dormitories, (4) the changing nature of the student communities and strengthen it in
old ones, and (3) to show the
body. The list starts there.
students other parts of the country
Students are students are people. And as long as they have half
its industry, countryside, and
a brain in their heads they will continue to question all rules this people.
College enforces to discover the reasons for these rules. One of the
The chaperon is responsible for
major tasks of a student leader is to try to prevent misunderstandings all students on his
bus, usually
by learning and communicating all sides of a problem. This does not about 35.
imply any desire to run the school. If made responsibly, such critiThese students will have studied
cisms can both prevent misunderstandings and resolve conflicts. No
in American high schools for a
more constructive channel for this exists than SFRC.
The SFRC would benefit by having more faculty members,
thereby equalizing the number of students and faculty. It should
meet more often and more consistently. Most fundamentally, however, this effort at communication must have the willing support of
those involved in the life of the Wooster community. To deny students
a meaningful forum for discussing their problems is to refute the
idea of Wooster as a community and to invite the tragic effects of
mass misunderstanding. Few of us want to travel that road.

Women Select Representatives
For Ten Board Places On WSGA

year at the time of the bus trio.
They speak excellent, colloquial
English. Most of them are 18 and
generally more mature than an
American of the same age. They
are carefully selected, chosen primarily because of their personality, adaptability and intelligence.
Applications for this job may
be obtained from Martha Keller
(ext. 362) or Gary Brown (ext.

338).

Vodra Secures Job
As Intern For Bow

Relations Committee has passed a resolution which will allow students who possess cars to loan their
cars to other students at their own discretion.
Student-Facult-

y

.

amended to read that this will be
an experiment for the rest of the
semester to be evaluated by SFRC
at the end of this period.
The resolution also makes students, not the college, responsible
for any damage incurred in use
of the car.
Passage of the resolution was
not unanimous.
Dean Bricker expressed the
opinion in debate of the resolution that "if this is adopted, you
might just as well not have a car
rule at all. Just throw out the
car rule entirely. You'll save yourself a lot of headaches."
Dean Bricker did vote for
passage of the resolution.
Dr. Lowry also indicated that
there is a strong feeling among
several members of the Board of
Trustees that maybe there should
be no cars permitted at all. "This
is in the offing," he said,
he said he opposes such a
position.

Gideon Opens

Winter Season,
Loire To Star
iii
i

Bill Vodra has been selected to
serve as an intern in the office of
Congressman Frank T. Bow for
eight weeks this summer.
Vodra was campaign chairman
of the Young Republicans last fall
and was coordinator for the recent Congressional Club trip to
Washington, D.C.
SFRC Acts
The internship is sponsored by
When asked whether the SFRC
Congressman Bow who represents had authority to pass such a reso
this district which includes Woos- lution, Dr. Lowry said that this
ter.
was "an interesting question" but
that while he will feel obliged to
report the decision to die Trustees,
he felt the SFRC could take the
action.
"I may get my knuckles rapped
for
this," he said. "We need a
Dr. John H. Hick, Stuart Profirm understanding that this is
fessor of Christian Philosophy at
he added, al- Princeton Theological Seminary, an experiment
he expressed doubt as to
though
will preach on "The Hidden God"
whether such a decision could be
Sunday at Westminster Presbyter-ia- n
recalled. "You don't run back up
Church.
Swim
Niagara Falls but in this case it
Dr. Hick served as minister of
may be necessary."
the Belford Presbyterian Church
The rest of the meeting was de
Runs Gamut Of Color in Northumberland, England, be- voted
to a "frank" discussion of
fore coming to the United States. the value of SFRC
and the
"Kaleidoscope," Sharks' repreMr.
Beverly
Asbury
will
return
of
"communication"
sentation of a gamut of colors in
on
this campus. (See an editorial.)
their annual water ballet show, to Westminster next week.
will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday through Saturday in

Sharks

particu-th-

Judson Laire is best remembered

for his role as Father in the television favorite, "I Remember
Mama." He is a veteran Broadway
and television actor.
Chosen to deliver the

self-importanc-

u

The play, directed by Mr. Allen
iyr
Kepke. begins Wednes aav
and
Sahirrlnv ,
runs thrmitrh
D-

ss

Wooster has received a grant of $9,859 from the Atomic
Energy Commission to purchase nuclear laboratory equipment, part of which is already installed.

Fovvlie Lectures
Dr. Wallace Fowlie, professor of
French literature at the University
of Colorado, will lecture on "Picasso's Paris at the Turn of the
Century," this Thursday at 8:15
p.m. in the Chapel.

which received $4,700, will

use its new equipment in nuclear

experiments involving
Geiger-Mulle- r
counters, statistical
fluctuations in radioactivity, beta
and gamma particle absorption,
radioactive decay rates and acradioisotope.
tivity of a long-live-

to be used in the general physiology course for testing permeability of cell membranes by tracing

Training Lab

Investigators in the AEC grant
projects are Dr. R. J. Stephenson
and Dr. B. R. Russell in physics;
Dr. William F, Kieffer, Dr. Clark
Bricker, Dr. Theodore Williams,
and Dr. James Loehlin of the
chemistry department; and Dr.
Donald Wise of the biology department.

d

The chemistry department has
used its' grant of $3,450 to complete a training laboratory to be
used in physical, analytical, and

organic chemistry course work for
teaching fundamental radiation
measurement and the techniques
using radioisotopes to study chem-

--

absorption of tagged radioactive
compounds.
AEC

ical systems'.

Investigators

In all three departments, the
The biology department, which new equipment will be used for
received $1,709, has purchased class work and Independent Study

radioisotope detecting equipment projects.
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In addition to poetry, a novel,
and an autobiography, he has published 13 books of literary criticism including: Rimbaud, Claudel,
Age of Surrealism, A Guide to
Contemporary French Literature,
and Mallarme. Dr. Fowlie has
eight books of transitions among
which are:
French
Poetry, and Classical French
Drama.
Mid-Centur- y

DR. DONALD WISE

inspects radioisotope detecting equipment
purchased by the biology department with its share of a
$9,859 Atomic Energy Commission grant. Physics and chemistry departments will also benefit from the grant.

He has contributed to articles in
the Saturday Review, the New
York Times, and Poetry. Since
1950, he has been the foreign
w
editor of Poetry.
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The Cast:
The Angel...
Joash
Abimelech
Heleek
Jether.
Gideon
Shillem
Jahleel
Hezekiah
Malchiel

Hook Solos

Stephen Overture."

e,

' Paddy Chayefsky, a New Yorker
by birth and remembered or his
movie Marty, received his first
fame by writing television sfcripts.

Forthcoming Band Concert

u

ng

Mid-ianite- s,

--

College Eleceives Grant For Nuclear Sauinment

Baal-worshippi-

Israelites from the
Gideon begins to feel a
dangerous
deserting the angel and his mission.

Show

n

e

larly loved by
ansrel of the
Lord, played by visiting actor Jud
son Laire, for his lack of distinction.

Purah
Zebah
Zalmunna
Shethulah
Ozni

.

.....Judson Laire
Doug Keen
Russel Badger
Peter Nielson
Persis Rogers
:....John Weckesser
Frank Gilbuena
Steve Moran
Earl Walker
... Peter Lawrence
Nick Karotinas
John McCreight
Dave Noble

Peter Fabricant

Eldon Trubee
Dallas Coughlen
Women
Young,
-- ...Phyllis
Joan Browne, Sandy Argilan,
Susan Nichol
Soldiers
Paul Browne,
George Browne, Quentin Wilson
Director
.....Allen N. Kepke
Ass't Director
Jeanne Robinson
Orpah

their

physics

trayed by senior
John Weckesser,
is a "stiff-necke- d
country bum-kin,- "

Loire

Princeton Prof
To Preach Here

Brosius Conducts

h a yefsky's

Gideon, por-

gh

effec-tivene-

Students of
Religion 101
will find Paddy
Chaye f s k y ' s
play Gideon a
refreshing version of one of
the tales in the
Book of Judges.
C

al-thou-

the gym pool.
Colored lights, costumes, backdrops and appropriate music carry
out the theme of colors.
One of the special features will
Ten women won places on
Judicial Board members will
WSGA boards in last week's elec- stay in office until new members be Judy Mack's interpretation of
Senior Bill Brosius and sopho
Brosius, a music education ma"Chinese Orange." Two duets are
tions.
are elected under the new student also special
Ken
more
Hook
will
play
import
jor, will conduct Theron Kirk's
attractions: Betsy
Elected to the Administrative government constitution
which Aukerman and Holly Frost por- ant roles in the Scot symphonic "Aylesford Variations," a set of
Board were senior Gretchen Smith,
calls for nomination by petition. traying purple and Sue Adams band concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m. five variations based on an originjunior Joyce Reibe and sophomore
in the Chapel.
al theme which has the flavor of
and Nancy Bourns, silver.
Cindy Weintz.
Administrative Board members
a
An unusual number by five men
quiet English folk song.
Hook will plav the first move- serve until the end of the school
Chosen to represent
Ralph Schreiber, Ged Schweik-ert- , ment of the Concerto for Trumpet
The Scot band will also play
classes on the Judicial Board were year. Besides committee work on
Dick Doerr, Ken Fischer and by Johann Hummel. The concerto
"American
Overture" by Joseph
senior Anjia Douwsma; juniors standard rules, Ad Board members Roger Griflis will highlight the is considered by some to be the
Jenkins
and "Burlesk for Band"
Mary Ann Eberhart, Judy Kerr will be setting up the Color Day otherwise female program. Their hnest ever written for the trumpet.
by
Robert
Washburn, two conand Susan Toepel; sophomores Tea for mothers and the Honors color theme is navy blue.
It was featured bv the Universitv
temporary
compositions.
Ruth Farr and Marty Home; Banquet to recognize outstanding
Tickets may be purchased from of Michigan band on its tour of
freshman Candy Dumlao.
women students.
any Shark for 25 cents.
Director Stuart Ling has also
nussia last year.
programmed six marches in response to many requests for more
marches, and Beethoven's "King

The physics, department,

.

i
i
ine resolution,
drawn up by the btudent senate, was

rni

Concert Features
Varied Piano Music
Suzanne Bloch, lutenist, singer,
and player of early keyboard in
struments, will give a concert at
o:15 p.m., this Monday in Memorial Chapel.
Miss Bloch will sing and accompany herself on the lute, and play
the clavichord and the virginal,
an early keyboard instrument. The
concert will include a variety of
numbers.
Also featured will be numbers
composed by Miss Bloch herself.
In addition, Miss Bloch is skilled
in the use of the recorder and the
harpsichord.
Miss Bloch will hold a seminar
during the third hour on Tuesday,
March 5, in the Chapel. At this
time she will concentrate on the
use of music in Shakespeare's
plays, a subject which she has
studied extensively.
Miss Bloch is the daughter of
the late world-famou- s
composer,
Ernest Bloch.
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Qvercritical Students?
Student Senate,

Voice and other student leaders have
attempted to work with the college administration this year
in a climate of cooperation.

This "ground rule," laid down last spring, did not
presume an absence of criticism. Kather, it was expected
that student criticism would be constructive, be expressed
with the welfare of the college in mind and deal with important matters.
However, Dean Bricker indicated at Tuesday's Student
Faculty Relations Committee meeting that he is fed up with
what he considers to be excess student criticism.
In no uncertain terms, the Dean said that he feels that
students "want to run the show.
If students don't like
the way the college is being run, they don't have to stay."
We disagree with the Dean. We believe that this is an
unfair description of the attitude of students on this campus
and particularly of the stand Student Government has taken
this year.
Students remain human beings and, as such, are bound
to criticize. A distinction should be made between off hand,
informal criticisms made by students at supper, in class, or
at the TUB e.g., "Wooster food sure is poor."; "Our
faculty is really intolerant of student opinions."; and responsible criticism which will not and should not be quieted.
Such a distinction has not been made in this case.
P. B.

...

--

Paul's ifristle
One Ohio Republican Representative in Congress recently
told the Congressional Club in Washington of a conversation
with a reporter who asked, "Just what function do you conservatives think you fulfill in determining national policy
"Why," the Representative replied, "I think we add a very important element of common sense
so otten absent
when only lib'
erals have the
say-so.-

"

And then that
OVP.rwnrlfprl

3V

py. ,Wg

ample of deficit
spending was
cited: "Look at
the n a t i o n a 1
debt and unbalanced budgets,
for ins t a n c e .
Everyone knows

its common

c

V

s

Menzel

sense that my family can't keep

spending more than it takes in.
The government's the same way."
This is the "common sense" that
the conservatives (and a good
many "liberals," too) are so proud
of, especially when they start lambasting the President's proposed
tax cut with its consequent increase
in the national debt. I suppose one
could call it common sense; in
this case I can term it nothing better than utter igrorance of economics.

I cannot, and shall not, write
a column "Economics of National
Fiscal and Monetary Policy in
One, Easy,
e
Lesson."
To say, however, a few words
about the present situation is possible. Taxes would have to be
raised by $20 to $25 billion to
balance the budget this year
balancing the budget would require a tax increase larger than
the prospective deficit because of
the reduced taxable incomes in the
resultant sluggish economy.
That would leave unemployment
Two-Minut-

at close to 10 per cent of the labor
force. If, instead, expenditures
were reduced to balance the budget, gross national product would
sharply dip perhaps as much as
$50 to $60 billion.
Conservatives shudder to think
of the national debt rising to $320
billion. What they forget is that
even with the rise, the national
debt as a percentage of gross
national product would not in
crease. A growing economy may
need to maintain this constant per
centage as a credit base and a
tool of monetary policy.
Find me an accomplished econ
omist, other than those employed
by the Chamber of Commerce or
the National Association of Manu- afcturers, who will support the
conservative arguments for a reduction (or just no increase) in
the national debt and a balanced
budget at the present time.
I do not automatically refuse to
recognize the validity of conservative arguments on this issue.
What I am demanding is a con
servative approach to this issue
that goes beyond the unthinking
assumption that deficit budgets and
national debts are anathemas by
common sense.
The epitome of the ridiculous
statement without direct argumen-tiv- e
justification was made recently in this community by one
member of the Ohio Republican
delegation in Congress: "Thev
(the Kennedy administration) are
now talking about 'deficits of
strength. Ihe people of my area
know that strength doesn't come
from deficits."
Common Sense?
Ignorance? Yes!
Yes.

?noiter
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Juana Contrasts U.S. With Her Home;
Life In

Ecuador Centers On Family Group

Editor's Note : This is the eighth in
a series of articles by foreign students at W ooster. Juana Manzano
is a Spanish language assistant
from Ecuador.

possible, so that thev can helo
whenever one of them needs any
kind of help. If one of them is
sick, the whole family goes to
help him, to take care of him or
of his home or of his children.
For instance, if I were sick,
my parents and my relatives would
try to take care of me at home
before they considered sending me
to a hospital, where people go
only to have an operation or to
die. Maybe this seems ridiculous
but for us it is not.

by Juana Manzano
One of the things which has
impressed me the most about the
U.S., is the relationship which
exists among the members of a
family, in other words, among re
latives. All ot them live their own
lives and thev do not worrv ahout
anybody else's.

No person can feel totally, independent of his family. Wherever
he is, whatever his personal situation is, he has the security of
knowing that his family would be
the same whenever he came home.

In. my country. Ecuador, this
aspect is completely different. The
lamily lor us is one of the factors
which most influences each indi
vidual's life. Any action, any idea,
any plan a person makes, is realized with the agreement of the
family, not because it has to he
so, but because we feel that it
should be so.

Moody Institute

Provides Speaker

Dr. Donald G. Smith, member
of the faculty of Chicago's Moodv
In my country, the familv is Bible Institute, will speak Sunday
more than just the parents, bro- at 2:00 in Lower Galpin.
thers, sisters, uncles, aunts, cousins
His topic will be "Contrasts:
and grandparents. We "draw" new
members into the family of blood Real and
relations through weddings and
Dr. Smith, a teacher of speech
wed-dinbaptisms. The witnesses in a
s and homiletics, had
13 years of
and the godparents in a ministerial experience before joinbaptism become part of the family, ing the faculty at Moody. He was
and these are also consulted when youth pastor of one of the leada family decision is to be made, ing evangelical churches in the
when the godchild is to go away
to school, when a new business
enterprise is considered.
All of the members of a familv NL
try to stay together the longest
;ime possible. Ihev visit each other
at least once a month. Many times
they have dinners together, without
waiting for any special occasion
but only to feel the haDDiness of
being together. Saint days, birth- days, rioly Week, Christmas, New
Year's Day, and so on, are holidays, when undoubtedly all the
members of the family celebrate
in the same home.

"Clan" Family

Pseudo-Christianity-

by Paul Menzel

in Congress f

VOICE

living happily.
As you can imagine, parents in

Ecuador do not save their money
to live their last years of life
in a "home for the aged" as they
do here. In Ecuador those are institutions of charity, which do not
have very good conditions of life.
They are only for the poor people,
who do not have any relatives at
all.
Consequendy, we do not agree
with the idea of our parents going
to these institutions, only because
they are old and unable to earn
their own living. If we have any
means whatsoever, and even if we
do not have the means, we will
never allow our old parents to go
to a home for the aged, but we
will bring them to live with us.
In that way we won't be separated
from them and we feel we are
giving back to them a small part
of the love and care that they had
for us when we were younger.

Editor's Notebook

."

f

Short Separation
When any of the members must
separate from the family, he tries
to make a short separation and,
if he has to stay very far from his
family he never loses contact with
them, and he will always look for
a way of going back home.
I do not mean that all of the
relatives live in the same house
(although this is verv often the
case). I mean that thev trv to
live in the same citv nr arpn
where the rest of the familv lives.
The purpose of staying together
is to see each other as often ns

When we go to school,r our gDar
ents do not let us work. They say
they are working for our education, so that when we obtain a
good position, we can help our
younger sisters or brothers if they
are unable to do it. This, in a
way takes the place of American
"College Insurance Policies"
which are becoming so popular
with some parents here. If the older children in the family are assured of a good position, the
younger ones will be also, as we
see it in our way of life.
Thus, the only thing the students must do, is study and enjoy
their lives as all young people do.
Once the oldest brother or sister
in a family obtains a good position, he could never stay indifferent, if his parents could not work
any more and could not help the
other children. He takes care of it
and he does it in such a wav that
many times he sacrifices his own
life to see the rest of his family

Xk

by The Editor
Plans are almost completed by
Attention all "idea-poor- "
clergy
which the Student Senate will be Here's a sermon topic suggested at
a
tJi
allowed to install a cigarette ma- - a recent meal. "Does God grade
chine in the 1UB. Dean Bncker on the curve?"
has given the "ok" to Senate President Dave Mortensen, though
Several students conferred yesmust first talk to Dr. Lowry.
terday with a representative of the
National Student Association, from
Dr. Lowry has indicated that which Wooster withdrew
a few
the Voice is one of the best proof- years ago. Such schools
as Earl-haread college papers he knows of.
Ohio State and Youngstown
Wee apreci8 this complimen tand have also recently withdrawn
from
hop to cuntinu to pleze hymn.
NSA after becoming disillusioned
with its operations.
I

Mor-tense- n

m,

A meeting of the Publications
Committee will be held Monday in
the Voice Office to discuss the

Wooster contribution to a Great
Lakes College Association literary
Dr. Donald Smith
magazine. The magazine would
Chicago area for a number of include contributions from all
years and is still a popular speaker schools and be sold on campuses
at young people's meetings, re- of all 12 member colleges to a
total student body of some 35,000.
treats and conferences.

Nothing seems to bring a school
as much overnight publicity as
when it originates a fad, whether
it be stuffing people into Volkswagens or flagpole sitting. Drop
your suggestions to the Voice, we'll
publish them and who knows
maybe the folks back home will
hear about Wooster.

Moody Bible Institute, which has
e
P.S. Don't suggest a
a current enrollment of well over
Credit to Dr. Melcher Fobes, walk!!
900 students, is one of the nation's
head of the Math department, for
oldest and largest Bible and mis- these
lines in regard to probability
sionary training schools. It was theory:
MUSICAL EVENTS
founded in 1886 by the noted
p.m.
"I never had a piece of bread Sunday, March
evangelist of the 19th century,
Band Concert.
good and wide,
D. L. Moody, and now offers
p.m.
courses in everything from Greek
But what it fell on the sanded Monday, March
Bloch,
Suzanne
exegesis to missionary aviation.
lute.
floor upon the buttered side."
Sunday, March 10-8:p.m.
Oberlin College Choir.
Wed., March 13 . 4:15 p.m.
Junior Recital: Mary Coff- by Al Arfken
man, organ; Catherine
dividualistic nations whose parent
Long, violin.
The three Wooster students who attended Swarthmore countries are still under tyrannical
rule. Furthermore, we have tended Wed., March 20 - 4:15 p.m.
College's Conference on Democracy and Development in Latin
Bach Recital: Dr. Gore.
to inhibit the economic expansion
America returned here very much pleased by the experience. necessary for democratic developFriday, March 22 - 8:15 p.m.
by monopolistic control of
ment
Men's Glee Club.
The delegates, Al Arfken, Betty Ann McCorkel and John
their basic industries.
Sunday, March 24 - 8:15 p.m.
Murray, said that the number
Programs
such
Chamber Orchestra.
dents
the
as
Peace
from
all ends of the hemiand quality of the students and
Corps
(actually
apolitical) and the Friday, March 26 - 8:15 p.m.
resource personnel promoted really sphere brought to light mistakes
Alliance
Progress
for
and
have created
accomplishments
U.
Girls' Chorus.
S. aid
in
challenging and informative disgood
some
feeling
toward
and
to
the
U.S.,
attitude toward Latin Amcussions."
Friday, April 12 - 8:15 p.m.
but when our aid is tainted by
erica.
Bach's "St. Matthew's
Almost 400 students, many from
political implications and even
Passion."
A primary fault is generalizing directives, the
major Eastern schools, attended
common Latin respeeches, panel discussions and about the 20 countries below our tort is "We'll work out our own Monday, April 22 - 8:15 p.m.
Wooster Community
seminars conducted by 28 promin- southern border, and then trying problems, you keep the h out!"
Orchestra.
to
force
a brand of democracy deent authorities from the United
Latin
American
progress
toward
veloped from a British common
States and Latin America.
Sunday, April 28 . 8:15 p.m.
democracy is also limited in most
law
tradition
inSenior Recital: Diane Peaupon proudly
Key speakers were Ambassador
countries by the political power of
cock,
piano. (At Babcock)
Chester Bowles, Presidential Asthe military. Although each counsistant for Asian, African and Latry and military organization must Sunday, May 5 - 8:15 p.m.
Madrigal Concert: Brooke
tin American Affairs; Cleantho de
be considered individually, 70 perCreswell.
Piava Liete, Executive Director of
cent of the total population and
n
the
Development
land area is under some sort of Sunday, May 13 - 3:00 p.m.
Bank; and George I. Blanksten of
Band Concert (Quadrangle)
military control.
Northwestern University's departSunday, June 9 - 8:15 p.m.
The great amount of political
ment of Political Science. In adCommencement Concert.
FRIDAY thru THURSDAY
interest shown by many Latin Amdition, a large number of foreign
erican students has often been
Charlton Heston
students sparked discussion with
brought up in criticisms of U.S.
poignant and sometimes embar
Yvette Mimieux
students, but perhaps unjustly. TTie
rassing questions.
George Chakiris
Latin university in most cases is
James
Darren
The main topics for discussion1
not only a center of learning but
Monday, March 4
a center of preaching. The students
were
Latin Amencan Political
in
Rich Barnett.
feel a direct responsibility to stimMovements and Their Relation to
"DIAMOND HEAD"
Social Change," "The Role of the
ulate society because the largely
.. Tuesday, March 5
illiterate society looks to the stuMilitary," and "Student Politics
dents for direction. Although the
and University Reform."
Dr. Ernest Osgood, "The Ancient
TUESDAY ONLY
poor may jealously hate the rich, Pact."
The discussions between politichonor, trust and respect are shown
Rudyard Kipling's
ians, businessmen, government
Thursday. March 7
to those with a wealth of
"experts," theoriticians and stu
"KIM"
Menahem Less.
50-mil-

3-8:-

4-8:-

15

15

15
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Wooster swimmers enter the OAC Championships this
evening with modest hopes after a week of concentrated
workouts.
The two-daaffair held at Oberlin includes all members
y

of the Ohio Conference.
Today's program will be devoted to preliminaries and finals
of the 200 yard events. Saturday
will be concerned with diving and
100 yard events.
Perennial powerhouse Kenyon
should have little trouble in rambling off to its 10th consecutive
title. The last team to win the
championship was the 1953 Wooster team.
Last Friday the Scots rounded
out a successful season on a happy
note by surfing past Baldwin-Wallac51-4at Berea. Wooster mermen picked up seven firsts, five
seconds and two thirds to outlast
the Yellow Jackets four firsts, six
seconds and seven thirds.
Many mermen contributed to the
Plaid cause, but perhaps no one
more than freshman diver, Dave
Lazor, who took a first in the one
meter diving. In accomplishing
this feat, the Army veteran became
the first Wooster diver to cop a
first place in three years.
Other winners for Wooster were
Ged Schweikert in the 200 fly in
2:29.8, sophomore Doerr in the
160 yard individual medley, the
Scots' only other double winner
who breezed through the distance
in 1 :46.6 for a new Wooster school
record and B-pool record.
Junior Sid Leech provided the
aggregation with some excitement
as he overhauled opponent Jim
Minnis in the final 25 yards to
win the 500 yard free in 5:54.0.
in the 100 free with a time of
e,

4,

W

':53.2.

board with Denison taking a brief
lead 32-2after the 100 yard freestyle. The Big Red kept their edge
until the ninth event, the 500 yard
freestyle in which Woosterites Sid
Leech and Gerry Meyer took first
and third respectively to boost the
Scots back into the lead for good
9

40-3- 9.

Wooster 53

Denison 42
Dun-lap-

22, 1963
200 yd. breaststroke: 1. Doerr
2:34.7 2. Booth (D) 2:42.4 3.

(W)
Ken-worth-

y

(W) 2:44.1
400 yd. freestyle relay: 1 W (Pope,
Dunlap, Doerr, Harley) 3:41.6 2. D
(Lake, Nelson, Wilkison, Ewing) 3:43.3

Wooster 51

44

B-- W

(B-W-

(B-W-

2

(B-W-

(B-W-

ming pool and was nip and tuck
all the way. As the evening progressed points jockeyed across the

(B-W-

(B-W-

Tri-ge-

3. Bliss (B-W- )
)
200 yd. butterfly: 1. Schweikert (W)
)
2:29.8 2. Pleune (W) 3. Krantz
)
100 yd. freestyle: 1. Bank
3. Bozhinkle
2. Harley (W)
:53.2
(B-W-

DICK MORRISON

(B-W-

(B-W-

HARDER SHOP

)

(B-W-

)
200 yd. backstroke: 1. Fribley
)
2:23.5 2. Riggs (W) 3. Miller
(W)
1. Leech
500 yd. freestyle:
3. Meyer (W)
)
5:54.0 2. Minnis
200 yd. breaststroke: 1. Doerr (W)
2:31.5 2. Kenworthy (W) 3. Huffman
(B-W-

(B-W-

PUBLIC SQUARE

WOOSTER, OHIO

(B-W-

"We Solicit Your Patronage"

)

(B-W-

(Bank,
400 yd. freestyle relay:
Bozhinkle, Krantz, Miller) 3:40.2 2.W
(Pope, Dunlap, Doerr, Harley)
l.B-W-

Phone AN

2-49-

74

With the end of basketball season, the Wooster cheerleaders have
made probably their last official appearance. The girls are to be congratulated not only on their cheerleading efforts, but on their many long
hours of extra work as well. The many signs which adorned Severance gym this winter were mostly the results of the girls' artistic efforts. A tip of the BAT hat to the crowd controllers!
s
As Wooster
have continued to comment on this series,
I was becoming convinced that perhaps women are beginning to take
a new and learned rather than just a tolerant approach to sports.
However, this recent incident quickly set me straight. Increasingly,
girls are being used as timers in high school swimming meets. Before
a recent meet, the group of
was holding a little meeting to
wno
aeciae
wouia time wnat lane. During the contab, one girl turned
to another and said, "You take lane one and I will take lane two
so we can talk.
Also at the end of a season, it is fun to reminisce. The campaign
which provided so many thrills for the hometown fans marked, I
think, the beginning of the return to the top echelons of Ohio Conference basketball. The main
project for Coach Al Van
Wie is to find a replacement for stellar forward Reggie Minton who
gave his best performance of his colleee casre career this winter.
"Mint," who was a good deal stronger this winter than last (as the
resuu oi a weignt training program), continually paced the Scotties
in the scoring, rebounding: and most inmortant nsvrholofnVfll
q vw dinars
J
ments. Minton will receive careful consideration next week as coaches
prepare their
ballots.
One of the most gratifying events of the season was the
of confidence in Wooster miard Rirh Thomas. TTia sJy.
foot Zanesville flash appeared to be about through as a collegiate
basketball player for the first half of the season as he committed
numerous technical mistakes and missed shot after shot. For some
reason, Rich fell back into the groove and finished the season in fine
style, averaging about 15 Doints Der eame for tha final ninp wmp.
During his four years as a starter, Rich probably set some kind of
an endurance record Dy appearing m Kd straight games beiore the
Marietta connict two weeks ago.
Another factor which made the season complete was the return
of Dan Krichbaum, the "Forgotten Man," who laid a solid claim on
a starting guard spot for next winter with an outstanding nprform- ance against Baldwin-Wallac- e
last weekend. Dan, who will captain
the squad next year, did a stellar defensive job on
high scoring
Bob Walters and scoring 14 points himself. "Cricket" held Walters
to 13, although theB-flash was averaging 22 before the contest.
Final plaudits go to Grant Sherwood, whose defensive play
spancea many oi tneots lamous
rallies; to Dave
Guldin, who came up with his best performance of the year last Friday and led Wooster rebounders this season; and to Bob Hartshorn,
unquestionably the most improved player on the team.
The 1962-6basketball season was a biff imDrovement over last
on
winter,
paper if nothing else. But there is one major improvement
which cannot be listed in any scorebook. That item is the increased
respect commanded by Al Van Wie. Many coaches probably would
have tossed in the towel after a season like Wooster's last winter. Van
Wie dug in a little harder, adapting ideas and plays to the Wooster
situation. This concentration continued during the season. Everyone
fans and players respected the effort. But the real test has been
passed. There is no veteran Wooster eager who does not have a great
deal more respect for Van Wie, the basketball coach, now, as compared to before the season started.
Good luck this weekend to the swimming and wrestling teams
who engage in Ohio Conference championship competition at Oberlin
and at Denison respectively. The swimmers, having completed their
bes tseason in 10 years, are hopeful for a higher finish than the past
couple of years. Kenyon will again walk away with top honors and
Ohio Wesleyan will probably take second. From there, with a few
breaks, the places are up for grabs. Coach John Swigart says without
hesitation. "This is the best team I have had sincR 1953 when we won
the conference championship." Wooster's record that year was 7-co-ed-
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1 Wooster
400 yd. medley relay:
(Riggs, Kenworthy, Schweikert, Pope)
(Graham,
4:12.1 2. Baldwin-Wallac- e
Huffman, Krantz, Dunlap)
)
200 yd. freestyle: 1. Bank
3. Leech (W)
)
2:00.2 2. Minnis
60 yd. freestyle: 1. Harley (W) :29.8
3. Bozhinkle
)
2. Miller
)
2Q0 yd. individual medley: 1. Doerr
3. Huff)
(W) 1:46.6 2. Fribley
)
New school record, old
man
record by Doerr (1:49.2) Jan. 11, 1963
r
1 meter diving: 1. Lazor (W) 2.

On the preceding Wednesday the
Scots came on hard in the late
races and won the 400 yard freestyle relay to skim past Denison
53-4at Granville. The contest was
held in the new Gregory swim-

JIM TOEDTMAN

girl-time-

yd. medley relay: 1. Wooster
(Riggs, Kenworthy, Schweikert,
)
4:14.7 2. Denison (Marston, Hay,
Stone, Bidelspacher) 4:52.3
200 yd. freestyle:
1. Ewing
(D)
2. Morgan (D) 2:09.0 3. Leech
2:06.3
(W) 2:10.2
New Denison school
and pool record, old record by Ewing
2:06.6, Jan. 22, 1963
50 yd. freestyle: 1. Lake (D) :24.3
2. Harley (W) :24.4 3. Pope (W) :25.0
200 yd. individual medley: 1. Doerr
(W) 2:20.0 2. Randolph (W) 2:36.1
3. Haynor (D) 2:38.8
Diving: 1. Larned (D) 44.65 2. Maxwell (D) 43.35 3. Lazor (W) 40.7
200 yd. butterfly: 1. Schweikert (W)
2:35.5 2. McGuire (D) 2:51.5 3. NelNew school record,
son (D) 3:00.7
old record 2:52.9, Jan. 19, 1963
100 yd. freestyle: 1. Lake (D) :54.4 2.
Harley (W) :54.9 3. Ewing (D) :54.9
200 yd. baskstroke: 1. Riggs (W)
2:28.4 2. Jensen (D) 2:30.5 3. Bannon
(D) 2:35.2
New school record, old
record Bannon (2:32.3) Jan. 22, 1963
500 yd. freestyle:
1. Leech
(W)
6:05.0 2. Morgan (D) 6:12.3 3. Meyer
(W) 6:23.5
New school record, old
Denison record (6:14.4) by Ewing Jan.
400
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Luck was not with Scot basket-bailer- s
as they headed into tournament play at Akron against
Baldwin-Wallac- e
last Friday, and
the Yellow Jackets came away with
a 74-7- 2
decision.
In other tournament action,
Hiram downed Mt. Union on Friday night and Baldwin-Wallac- e
on Saturday to earn the right to
face Akron, victors over Oberlin
and Heidelberg, tonight.
At Columbus, Wittenberg
Otterbein and Kenyon and
will face Ohio Wesleyan tonight.
Wesleyan downed Capital and
Muskingum last weekend.
Tonight's winners will meet tomorrow night for the right to compete in the NCAA College-Divisio(small college) tournament.
Standout freshman guard Bill
Gribble, suffering from an ankle
injury, was forced to sit on the
bench, and senior
Rich
de-cision-

ed

n

co-capta-

in

HSOtt

Thomas was unable to accompany
the team because of the serious
illness of his father.
That left the Scots with two
substitute guards Dan Krichbaum and Grant Sherwood but
they still managed to come close.
Dave Guldin and senior
Reggie Minton each scored
17 and Krichbaum turned in an
outstanding defensive job on Ohio
Conference scoring leader Bobby
Walters.
The Scots' chances dimmed in
the waning minutes of the game
when Guldin was called for his
fifth personal foul.
That loss left the Scots with a
10-1- 1
season record, much better
than their 7
record of a year
before. Seniors Reg Minton, Rich
Thomas and Ed Kingsley played
their final games for Wooster.
The Scots finished eighth in the
OCC with a 6-- 8 record.
co-capta- in

5-1-

Seventh, Fifth Lead Way Into Playoffs
Championship Game Set For Thursday
The Kenarden intramural basketball league will reach
its climax this Thursday when the two remaining finalists
clash for the championship.
The eight team play-of- f
began yesterday with four
games: beventh v. Fifth "B";
Third "A" v. Colonial-CrandalFifth "A" v. Donaldson-Korner- ;
and Sixth v. Third "B".
16
Colonial-Crandalwith a perfect
Applications for scholarship
record, and Donaldson-Korne- r
are
representing the freshman league. and student aid grants for the
Donaldson-Korne- r
school year must be rehad to defeat 1963-6Section "A" and West-Scoto ceived by the Dean's Office before
March 16.
make the play-offThe rest of the tournament
Byron Morris, Associate Direcschedule is:
tor of Admissions, has reminded
Tuesday, March 5:
winner present scholarship and student
v.
winner at aid holders that theirwards are
win- not renewed automatically,
but
7:30;
are dependent upon satisfactory
ner v. 6A-3winner at 9 p.m.
each year.
Thursday, March 7: Consolation game at 7:30; Championship
Applications are available in
game at 9:00.
the Dean's Office.

Aid Forms Due
Before March

l;

l,

4
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Tankers Head For OAC.
DrowEi Besiisoiii and

Pago Three

5A-Donaldson-Kor-
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BY POPULAR DEMAND

MARCH 18th

Hamburger Steak Platter
French Fries

Salad
Rolls

and Butter

Beverage
Any Dessert

$1.15

2.

Blown
WATCHES

fJecueleM,

DIAMONDS

Repairing

2-67-

DIAMONDS
WE HAVE

,

needed. Rocky Mountain,
Pacific Coast and Southwest States.
Especially need English, Spanish, Commerce, Sciences, Math, Home Economics
and any of Elementary Grades. Salaries
$5,000 up.
TEACHERS

OHIO

HOTEL COFFEE

SHOP

(Below Ohio Hotel)

SPECIALISTS BUREAU

Includes Our Famous Pies

BOULDER, COLORADO

SELECTION

Wooster, Ohio

245 E. Liberty St.
Phone AN

JEWELRY

Engraving

Complete

Teachen

RIGHT PRICES

the

81

Any Scotsman May
Use Our

FLOATERS

SMARTEST . . . NEWEST . . . CASUAL CONCEPT

CREDIT PLANS

Gongradulation To . . .

m

You Can Depend On

and to Departing Seniors:
"

REGGIE MINTON

145 E. Liberty St.

RICH THOMAS
ED KINGSLEY
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Amster Shoes

Your Dollar Buys More
in Wooster's Finest
Jewelry Store

170BLD-17ID-

-

. . .

E

the finest in CAMPUS fashions

HE

D21E.IL

By LAND
HOTELS

TRAVEL AGENCY.

SEA

EHE5

RESORTS

200 West Liberty Street

AIR

HIT

TOURS

ilLHi!
CRUISES

Domestic and Foreign
Phones

Authorized Colleg

3-40-

70

Travtl Agrnits

3-40-
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Eugene Ionesco's play La
Chauve (The Bald Soprano) will be presented May 21
by the Department of French.

The student production, directed
by Miss Gretchen Felger, will be
in French, but participation is not
limited to those now taking French.

t

J

j

Interested students with a reasonable command of the language

may either come to the rehearsals,
which take place the fifth hour
on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
Kauke 227,' or talk with Miss Fel-ge- r
about trying out.
Those interested in being on the
stage crew may sign the list on
the door of Kauke 241.
Copies of the play are available
at the bookstore.

Wrestling Team Drops Two Meets
h.r.m...m..niiil.-i.i.ir-

ri

mwiwiii
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mm
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Heading for Ohio U. tomorrow are these Lassie basketeers: Front row, left to right, Posey
Cadigan, Debbie Knorr, Beth Kerr, Mary Jo Weaver, Linda
Davis, Karen Hiner; back row, I. to r., Miss Virginia Hunt,
Marty Smith, Anne Rich, Jeanne Howe, Ann Kuehner, Linda
Ronald, Carol Hinman, Miss Nan Nichols, and Barbara Regen.

16-1-

--

Team Evens Record

all

Scot wrestlers tumbled in two man (hwt) were the only Scot
recent meets, losing to Denison,
winners in the Denison meet. The
and Wittenberg,
Big Red captured six decisions.
Cotterman, sophomore Bill BalOnly remaining mat action on
loon
(130) and freshman Dave
the Scot schedule is the Ohio Conference meet at Denison this week- Burkett (137) were Wooster winners in the Wittenberg meet. Cotend.
terman again pinned his opponent,
Sophomore Don Van Hoose while Balloon and Burkett were
(167) and freshman Phil Cotter- - victors by decision.
18-1-

WOOSTER'S CUTEST CAGERS

B-B-

0.

1--

1

when they downed the competition the Imps lead the

Western Reserve "nurses," 32-2record. If the
league with a
to offset a loss to Ohio Wesleyan Sphinx can upset the Peanuts,
5,

5--

1

in the season opener.
they can move into a tie for first
Last week's bowling action saw with the Imps.

in

full-lengt-

t,

h

right
direction...
$15.90

a

Break-Kn-it

to Relax

HOUSE OF RHODES
105 W. Pine St.
Phone

263-27- 81

JUST A STEP OFF

CAMPUS

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry

M jl

$12.

0,

h
ft

BLUE

BLACK
OYSTER

$$$AJ
pfm&iS
-

BLUE ZIPPER FRONT

Get Yours Now

at

WEATHER

take time out from
your studies to lvash your
clothes? At Werner's you
don't have to! Werner's pro-

The College Book Store

Today is a good day to

open your
ThriftiCheck

low-co- st

personal

checking account at . .'.

Wayne County
National Bank
Phone

262-497-

4

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

Werner's is new, clean, complete, and open 24 hours
a day.

WERNER'S
Duds in Suds
348 East Liberty St.
Ample Parking in Rear

f

1

tenner JSro0

Use Our COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STATIONERY

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LYNN REXROTH
Lynn Rexroth (B.A., 1961) found responsibility soon after
joining Northwestern Bell in Grand Island, Nebraska,
when he became a Communications Supervisor with a staff
of seven reporting to him. Responsible for their work,
Lynn had to learn fast and did.
Based on the success of his first major assignment, Lynn
was promoted to Assistant Manager of the Grand Island

Business Office. Here he has seen many of his ideas and
decisions praised by his management, and put to good use
increasing office effectiveness.
Lynn Rexroth and other young men like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring
the finest communications service in the world to the homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL

TELEPHONE COMPANIES

'

vides tables and soothing
music to aid you in studying, and even furnishes coffee for your coffee break.
Of course, your main reason for stopping is to clean
your clothing. Werner's furnishes 20 washers, 10 dryers
and a dry cleaning machine
for your use.
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COAT

Do you feel that you simply
can't--

Ik
fi 5

Mb
11

ALL

P. S.: When you write home, make it official!

Give Yourself

'

LA
I

THEY'RE HERE!!
Short Sleeve Sweatshirts
a Glorious Array of Colors!
LODEN GREEN

"Thistle" will sponsor "The film stars Humphrey Bogart, Peter
film Lorre, Mary Astor, Sidney Green-streeMaltese Falcon," a
Jerome Cowan and Ward
to be shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Bond.
tonight in the chapel.
Admission is 25 cents.
Directed by John Huston, the

ty
Xfi

the

5.

WHITE WITH RED

Thistle' Sponsors The Maltese Falcon'

in

'ft

Lassie basketballers travel to Imps nip Peanuts in a close game
Junior Barb Baker took
Athens, Ohio, tomorrow to meet 425-42the
scoring honors with 164.
Ohio University.
The gals evened their record
With only one more week of

at
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French Deportment Presents Play
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